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*Hormone Balancing Exercise for Better Not Tired! 

Michelle: 

So, excited to interview Debra Atkinson.  She is absolutely phenomenal and she 

is the author of, You Still Got It Girl, the After 50s, Fitness Formula for Women and 

Navigating Fitness After 50s, Your GPS for Choosing Programs and Professionals that 

You Can Trust.  Her new latest book, Hot Not Bothered, which is coming out very, 

very, soon.  So, Debra, I just want to say welcome to women can fit into your 

stomach.  Thank you so much for saying yes and for joining us today.   

Debra: 

Well, thanks for having me.  I'm so glad to be here and talk here in the green 

room with you.  You know how glad I was to meet you finally.   

Michelle: 

Thank you so much and I'm so, I first want to talk before we get into our topic 

today.  Tell me little bit about your story?  Like, how did you get involved with fitness?  

What's kind of your background? 

Debra: 

 Totally by accident, right!  And, accident on purpose!  That's what I call it, but 

you know, I grew up thinking I'm to be something entirely different and switched my 

majors like so many of us do, midway through college and it was never even on the 

radar to be a fitness professional.  You know, I remember being in grad school then, 

and my dad after my major, he said, “Now, just what are you majoring in?”  I had a 

great experience in college when I first realized, you know I want help other people 

with fitness and was flirting with frustration in my original major.  I had great 
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instructors and the thing about it was, it wasn't just about going sleepless in or 

looking great in the mirror, but it was about the way I felt and what I felt I could do.  I 

was like, I’m going to do for people, I want people to feel that!   You know, I was a 

good teacher and I hadn't known that, until I got up in the front of the room and 

started working with groups and that's how it spiraled.    

So, the story about how I became an expert for women 50 and over, is not 

nearly as sexy.  It's kind of dramatic actually, so the dirt is at 49, I had a great job.  I 

loved it!  But I said that I want to do more.  I feel like I need to be reaching more 

people and the Internet is making it all possible for so many of us.  So, I said I’m all 

in!  I'm getting go digital and were to take some of these programs that have been 

really successful locally, and I want to put them online and let's, let's, have a bigger 

reach.   

So, I started doing them both for fitness professionals and for women flipping 

50, but I really got into what I was doing, research wise, because at 49, you know, I 

had a son, about to go to college, right!  So, I had college tuition staring at me.  So, 

the day after, you know, I said, “okay, I'm quitting! No more check, no more 

insurance, no more, no know, flexible benefits!”  I was just like, “what did I do!”  So, 

for the next three years, it was a little dicey and I got some stressors that I didn't 

expect!  You know, I had a relationship all part.  I wasn't where I wanted to be.  I had 

probably gone all in a little too soon, so I had to put my house up for sale to start 

paying bills and I said, “that's okay, I'm going to do it,” and I remember pawning 

jewelry to pay or Facebook ads!   

I'm yeah really, I was thinking, 49 that's not what you see for yourself, but that 
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the real story is, being a fitness professional, who was used to exercising four hours a 

day at times.  I would lie was changed to this keyboard, right here and I would let 

myself have 20 minutes.  That was it!  That, was it.  I knew I wanted more, but I was 

nervous and stressed and what happened after 14 months, 20 minutes a day, I had 

more energy, same weight, same body fat percent, but people were saying, “What 

you doing, you look great?”   

So, I was like, “Well, it's all here in this book,” but actually yeah, I was just 

living it and I proved it from for five hours, I’m a triathlete, that sounds like a lot, but 

sometimes that's what it takes on a bike to get to the finish line of a triathlon.  And 

you know that 20 minutes done with purpose, works a lot more and better.  So, not 

only have I walk the walk of the stress, I got it and got make my clients so much 

better than I ever thought that I did.  But I also am absolutely positive of what works 

and that even when you're busy you think you have no time and you know you're 

frustrated with, I don't know what to do it's so much simpler than we make it.   

Michelle: 

Yes, oh my gosh, I so believe that!  I sometimes have clients go, you know, if I 

don’t do an hour, it doesn't count.  And yeah, yeah, you can do 10 minutes or 20 

minutes and it totally counts and you can make your fitness routine work with your 

life and with your busy, busy, life! Is the information you're talking about, is that in 

You Still Got It Girl?   

Debra: 

Yes!  Then it's broken into little bite-size, open me read me, with a flip a day 

and put it down, in hot not bothered.  So yeah, repackaging, yes!  
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Michelle: 

 All right, so we got to amazing books to go check out on Amazon and I’ll 

probably get them on our site here as well.  So, our topic today, hormone balancing, 

exercise for better not tired!  Man, this is a topic that a lot of my clients struggle with 

because it is, it’s like exercise I, I’m not a certain age, I do get tired and sometimes I 

get hungrier, and just different things like that.  So, let's talk about that because 

that's huge for women right now, 40s and 50s.  You know, I just turned 44, so, I hear 

yeah!  

Debra: 

Right!  So, you're zooming!  So, your head again right, so I'm jealous because 

you can actually, do this more successfully then again and I'm really excited for that 

the 20s and 30s because there can have this information and we, we, didn't.  That’s 

the part of what we’re dealing with is, we have to unlearn some of the things we 

learned in those first 20, 30 or 40 years of our adult life and kind of okay, delete let's 

start fresh.  Yeah, I so appreciate what you just said about getting hungrier!  That 

right there, if you're trying to assess how do I know if I'm doing too much?  That's one 

way to gauge your exercise should ideally help you monitor your appetite and modify 

it, so that you are excited and what's happening is your blood sugar level is more 

stable.   

You're not feeling moody and up and down and starving, I have to eat right 

now!  You're actually probably satisfied with less.  You can go longer between meals 

without feeling like you're snacking, right!  That you need to reach for something, so, 

that's one sign that the exercise you're doing is more hormone balancing for you and I 
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want to say, were probably going talk about a little bit of science, about what's true 

for balancing, different hormones, but as you listen, while you're out there you have 

to be a critical thinker, because there's also that joy factor.   

As far as what works for you, maybe a little more unique than your bestie or 

even like in your case your twin sister, right!  That may be two different things.   

Michelle: 

Very true!  Thee was that one time when she came to visit, my twin and she's 

like, she called Aunt, she said, “Aunt Carol, can I come stay with you, Michelle is 

making me take all her classes?”  I was like, what I’m sharing this, this is fun!  So, 

what to just say one more thing about, about what you say, you have to find 

something that you like, because I had a client who said, “You know, I don't want to 

go to the gym?” And I said, “Well, guess what, you don’t have to go to the gym!”   

Debra: 

Find something that you like! 

Michelle: 

Exactly!  It's really something that you like!  So, thank you for that as well.  So 

yes, keep, this is good!  

Debra: 

 Yeah, we are so on the right page with that and that I think is the other thing, 

when you're starting or maybe you feel like you need a restart, or reboot, just like 

your computer, you know, look at, do I love this?  Look forward to this?  You know, I’ve 

had for seven years, a woman who we had a love-hate relationship, right!  She loved 

to see me leaving, right, and hated to see me coming, when I was at her house to do 
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personal training.  She never loved it!  And you know, what I suspect as we just never 

found the right thing for her and the frame of mind that you have going into it, 

changes what, one of our gurus in our health community Robin Openshaw, the green 

smoothie girl, coming out the new book and a new concept called, The Five, about 

foods we eat, really raising our energy level and I feel the same way about exercise.  

If you're doing the right, it thing raises your energy level and if you do that, what's 

happening is your stress level is going down.  So often the fatigue that comes from the 

wrong exercise, is both about stress you have everywhere else, but then your adding 

to it by kind of punishing yourself, or beating yourself up in the exercise, instead of 

looking at it as a reward or a gift!   

Michelle: 

Yes, one of my favorite things to say about exercises is you don't have to 

exercise, you get to!  It’s like you get to go to Disneyland, you get to go to the 

movies, you get to exercise and why, it's for your why, I had a neighbor who was 2 

inches too big for her wedding dress, that was six weeks away, and she was freaking 

out!  She actually, we actually got up to par and she looked amazing wedding, 

released at least 4 inches or something like that.  It was, phenomenal!   

But it really is about changing how you feel and how you see about it and you 

can get excited about your exercise, because its’ going to give you this thing that, you 

really want, and that’s one thing, that’s one of the things to fitness success is that you 

have to know the feeling, like what is it, in the picture of your mind of what you 

really want?  Why are you doing it in the first place?  It’s not like yes, it’s going to be 

little bit painful sometimes, and that’s actually a good thing.  And when you're 
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starting to feel the burn, is like get excited about that burn because your moving to a 

fitness that you want!  That’s fantastic!  

Debra: 

Yeah, I love that you say, your why, I want to call that your cry why!  Why go a 

little deeper, so it's not just the why as far as the inches your fitting into the dress, 

but it's the why below that, why is that important!  Is it confidence, or it's about you, 

I want this to be a beautiful moment that starts a long life together, or you know with 

some people, I want to be there for my kids, be present, I'm relaxed or whatever it is.  

I think digging deeper really matters, because it's not just about, we'd don’t like to 

get into the back of the closet clothes, right!  Of course, no one wood, right!  Keep 

them there!  But there's more to it.  

Michelle: 

Yeah, absolutely!  Yeah there was I had another client and what I think about 

it, it's like a picture, if you have a story, you know it's like, I love that you said it’s not 

just about, you know the weight loss, it's like a picture that you see and like, what 

would be the ideal picture?  When you're talking about hormones and exercise, and 

whether or not tired, what activities as far as exercise goes, you recommended to 

help, better or not tired?  I love, I love that phrase!   

Debra: 

Yeah, great!  So, you know the biggest one, I want to say, when we’re going 

through menopause or in midlife, you kind of getting to that point and you suspect is 

this okay, is this perimenopause, whatever it is, not that we have to give it a label, 

but then were talking, progesterone, testosterone, and estrogen, right!  And then 
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were talking those three, but that's what gets our attention and what was always 

there, is cortisol and insulin.  Those are the real kind of belly fat believes, they're the 

ones that cortisol always like this super hormone if we like to right!  It would be really 

cool, all the things it can do, so I can take baby fat cells and grow them up to big fat 

cells, it can create fat cells, it can relocate fat cells, and it does, right to our bellies!   

So, all very cool, but not really, okay!  But, that's what gets us into trouble, 

because when we have all those sex hormones, tanking, as they do, for most women 

they are going to change.  We become more susceptible to the negative effects of 

cortisol.  And then of insulin because of it.  So, it's cortisol that get us instead of, if 

you’re doing too much, for the wrong kind, that's what gets us into trouble!  

So, choosing exercise is all about, okay, what do we do to balance the cortisol, 

to help that be level?  I’m just going to through this out there, this elephant in the 

room, balancing hormones is such a blanket statement and know if you’re listening, 

means nothing!  Except for I know, I will feel good and that is true and that’s maybe 

not.  That's maybe all you need to know because cortisol should be up at certain parts 

of the day, should be down at others that balance, right!  So, it's not always gesture 

to be low or is it too high.   

So, short interval training, about 20 to 30 minutes, and I'm talking your warm-

up is included in that, I mean, that’s how short it can be!  More isn’t better, so, I 

throw that out there, because hello America, we usually think, okay, I should do that 

seven days a week because that's what I need.  Probably 1 to 2 times a week is better 

and then rest and do two times a week of strength training, make that intense, you 

know and that's another way to get your intensity, without beating yourself up with 
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more and more interval training.  Then find those long slow activities that you love, 

but probably longer or slower than you're used to thinking.  Go for a hike and that 

counts! Don't put in that hour of power on the treadmill.  Try to get outside and get 

some sunlight, fresh air, and that also kind of plays into your hormone balancing, 

grounding you!  So, there's always room for the yoga and the Pilates you know.  

And those mind-body activities that are yours, but we have to remember and 

think that, we can't just choose based on, you know like, I love yoga, that's what I do!  

Because we have a hard, we have bones, we have muscles that we need to retain!  

So, we all need to do a little cardio.  We all need to do some strength training and we 

all need to make sure that it’s quality, so we don’t tear a muscle.  In addition, you 

know if Pilates or yoga is your jam, love them too, but I wouldn't do them in isolation.   

Michelle: 

I love that you said that, oh my gosh!  Because, I have people say, “well, I just 

do yoga,” and I teach a Pilates-cardio camp and I have actually put together strength 

training, balance, functional movement, foam rolling, in with the Pilates mix.  You 

can't just do Pilates or just yoga, and think that's going to give you overall health.  I 

love that you said strength training twice a week, super important, especially for 

women!  You were talking about the things that you like to do, do them slower and 

talk a little bit about that.  Love to hear about that is why, hormone balancing 

activity? 

Debra: 

It isn't because, again, that were going to reduce that cortisol level.  Just going 

nice and easy, nice and long, and nice and slow, and particularly outdoors, I think we 
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take for granted just how much we are all inside, how much we are in front of 

technology and I realize were putting you right here, but were also staying up to turn 

this off after were done, go for a walk.  So, it's important to get that fresh air and the 

negative ions that you got from the fresh air and the greenery and being out in it.  But 

that lower level activity has a lot less chance to elevate your cortisol, while you're 

exercising.  And so, there is no heart rate, you don't have to be a certain heart rate, 

you don't have to be at a certain breathlessness or you don't have to go a certain 

amount of minutes for miles, is just enjoy it!  Choose activity, maybe it's walking on 

the golf course, so there's a lot of stop and start to that, but as an example when I 

was training for my Ironman, super long-distance triathlon, I had done this several 

times, the year that my son was going through, golf tournaments, so he could be 

recruited for college club, I was walking 36 holes a day, sometimes walking with him.  

That's a lot right or 7 miles even for say an 18-hole course.  I was never in better 

shape and that's a lot of walk, walk, stand, stop wait.  But the activity and call it 

needs you're probably familiar with the non-exercise activity time. Even that, that 

you wouldn't qualify as you know, something that you might logon your, your tractor 

really importance, and when we talk to obesity experts, that amount of non-exercise 

activity time, just know you gardening, you’re up and down the stairs juggling 

housework, or walking longer periods over lunch hour, that counts more toward 

whether someone will be overweight or obese, or they won't than formal exercise!  

Like going to the gym type of activities, do it so we can't skip it.   

Michelle: 

Awesome!  So, I love that and you were saying, that this time you are doing the 
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walking with your son, you were still doing your HIIT training, and your strength 

training, twice a week.  How many or were you? 

Debra: 

Over that time, I was still doing that long, slow endurance work right.  But 

compared to say a couple years before, when I was doing the long slow endurance 

work, I was in so much better shape.  You know it wasn't about doing more calorie 

burning activity or working with great intensity.  It was way below that right!  And just 

simple activity and I think being outdoors for so much time.  

Michelle: 

Yeah, outdoors, one of the things that I talk about in my group is around 

outdoors.  It helps your nervous system, helps you relax the nervous system, is not 

only that, but just being in nature and feeling the sun on your face and the birds, 

even just looking!  One of my practices as just watching nature, like watching the 

bumblebees and watching the birds, gets out of your head, it helps to release the 

stress, it helps us to drop it.  So, I love that you said that!  People forget, that we do 

nature, the sun right, now at this time, is slowly across the sky, birds outside, there’s 

wind, it's flowing through the trees. 

In my Pilates class, because I actually have just bird sounds and I tell people, 

let the stillness in the room, be the music that enters the cells of your body.   Be 

present in space and listen for the beginning and the ending of the sound.  That's one 

thing too, so, when you're in nature, to be present, to practice, really fun practice, is 

listen for the beginning and the ending of the sounds you hear and it will help you 

drop out of your head, out of to do the stories, agendas, judgments and help you get 
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really present where you’re at!   

Debra: 

That’s great! 

Michelle: 

Yeah so, also want to talk about, in case women don't know, why is strength 

training and interval training so important for balancing hormones? 

Debra: 

Testosterone is a big one.  So, well come back to that, but growth hormone 

also too, his far as strength training goes.  So, testosterone women don't often think 

about as I keep hormone for them, but we of course have to have it.  We have less of 

it to begin with than men do, but it is another one of those hormones that it drops 

with age, and for some of us, it really tanks and for some, you know, it just barely.  If 

you're somebody who’s strength training or your exercising your finding, I just can’t 

get toned, I can see any progress, it may be testosterone.   

So, the workaround is making sure you're doing real equality sessions, so you 

need to reach fatigue.  I have to tell you that I do have a bias, so I am a no go heavy 

if you can, girl, go heavy with your weight if you safely can, but if you cannot, 

exciting news in the last nine months, is reach fatigue!  So, if you have to where you 

feel vulnerable, or you just haven't quite bought into that idea heavy.  You can do a 

lighter weight, but you absolutely must reach fatigue.   

You cannot just stop at 15 repetitions and put them down.  You have to be on 

the last one you can really do well, without cheating and know that you're done and 

you reach muscle fatigue to get the benefit.  So that's important for testosterone.  
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Exercise correctly and interval training, also supports testosterone and then on the 

flip side, doing a long slow endurance, kills testosterone.  So, if you're doing an hour 

or more of cardio, that may actually be sabotaging your varied goals.  Then you got 

have lifestyle habits that go with that.  You got to get a good night sleep, 

Michelle: 

Yes! 

Debra: 

Eat the protein that helps support that as well.   

Michelle: 

Awesome, awesome!  So, when you are talking about the slow endurance, so 

somebody's working out, like this… let’s just kind of say a week, let’s get a week 

schedule here.  So, you doing two days a week of strength training, two days of 

endurance toning.  Then something that people enjoy, like hikes and things, how 

much time do you recommend that they do? 

Debra: 

It depends a little bit with someone and where they are!  What your status, you 

know, so if you are just telling me, “I’m toast!  I am done!  I just can’t get my heart 

rate up or it stores where I I'm exhausted, but I can go to sleep.  I would say hike 

more than you do anything else, and leave the others things out.  Slowly introduced, 

but in terms of two interval trainings, two strength trainings, and one to two long 

hikes, if you can get it!  One for sure.  If that is something you love, come back to 

that joy factor.  Then add another one.   

Michelle: 
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Awesome!  Wonderful!  Anything else you want to share around hormones.  I 

love this topic.  Hormone balancing exercise for better, not tired.  You know, that is, 

this is our life, it’s like looking at your lifestyle and so your hearing, maybe your 

hearing is saying two of days of strength training, two days of interval’s, one or two of 

the things that you know you're hikes and things like that, maybe are going, oh my 

gosh, Michelle, I don't have that much time!  You know, maybe one strength training 

and one interval.  Start with what you can start with.  Is there something that you 

would recommend people to start with, if their like, “oh my gosh, that just like too 

much for me right now?” 

Debra: 

Yeah, so, when the questions that I ask people and I’m sure you do to, is you 

know, which would you rather do?  Less time on more days or three days, with a little 

bit more time?  Most people answer these days, less time on more days!  So, most 

people could get up 20 minutes earlier and get those intervals done.  Get the strength 

training done and you got theirs knocked out.  Go for your longer hike on the 

weekends and you're actually still there.  So, that would be my ideal recommendation 

for anybody, but if you count to 20 minutes, about 15 minutes, and if you're thinking, I 

don't know!  Well okay so, let's commit right, commit to doing it for two weeks 

straight and then after that, ask yourself how did I feel the rest of those days when I 

didn’t get up and do it!  Nobody has to convince you!  You'll feel the difference!  

Michelle: 

Absolutely, absolutely!  That’s fantastic! So, I love that you gave it a time limit, 

like you're saying try this for two weeks and see how you feel.  That's fantastic 
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because it's sometimes when I used to start training people on longer cardio, I would 

say, “just put it in your mind, that your going to go to the next stoplight and then just 

stop.”  It is when you have like a little bit of time thing or distance thing, it’s so 

helpful because it’s like, oh, I just did 15 minutes. Oh, maybe I can five more and get 

it to 20!  So, I love that, I love that you shared that!  Any last insights on hormone 

balancing for better not tired.  I love this topic! 

Debra: 

I really like this topic because it is so relative.  So let's talk about sleep, just 

more bit.  What I want to do is point you to, we have all these variables, we’ve got 

exercise and course there's nutrition, in their sleep, and their stress, but they're all 

pointing back and forth to each other.  So, in terms of, you know, better not tire, you 

got to be able to get quality sleep and we just asked you to get up earlier, right!  So, I 

realize that if you're not sleeping well, you know that's a challenge and if we just said 

get good sleep, I would have people saying that all sounds well and good, but I can't, 

what do I do?   So, you can choose your exercise type and timing to also support your 

sleep.  So, it's important that you think, you know schedule wise, you know, maybe 

you’re in a jam, and the end of the day may be better for you, for exercise!  But in 

terms of hormone balancing, getting it in early is actually better.  So, if you can, get 

that higher intensity working done and then save your calming making activity, the 

walk outdoors, yoga and Pilates, and the things you love for later in the day, you'll be 

working with your cortisol and not against it!  

Michelle: 

Awesome! Oh, thank you so much for that.  That is perfect!    Thank you again 
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for joining us.   

For more information or to work the Debra Atkinson, go to: 

https://www.flippingfifty.com/5-day-challenge-videolanding- 
page/ 
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